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481 Transportation and 

warehousing

Air transportation $922.05 483 574 -91 -15.9% 456 563 -107 -19.0% -17.4%

311 Manufacturing Food manufacturing $649.23 626 776 -150 -19.3% 547 637 -90 -14.1% -16.7%

111 Agriculture, forestry, 

fishing and hunting

Crop production $570.26 655 735 -80 -10.9% 662 750 -88 -11.7% -11.3%

425 Wholesale trade Electronic markets and agents and 

brokers

$1,315.51 130 149 -19 -12.8% 133 147 -14 -9.5% -11.1%

511 Information Publishing industries, except Internet $666.35 747 841 -94 -11.2% 771 860 -89 -10.3% -10.8%

814 Other services, except 

public administration

Private households $567.31 366 414 -48 -11.6% 363 398 -35 -8.8% -10.2%

452 Retail Trade General merchandise stores $479.46 5,446 6,143 -697 -11.3% 5,388 5,853 -465 -7.9% -9.6%

512 Information Motion picture and sound recording 

industries

$331.03 484 529 -45 -8.5% 482 509 -27 -5.3% -6.9%

711 Arts, entertainment, 

and recreation

Performing arts and spectator sports $474.50 641 687 -46 -6.7% 542 575 -33 -5.7% -6.2%

Total $540.52 9,576 10,846 -1,270 -11.7% 9,343 10,290 -947 -9.2% -10.5%

1. Includes both public and privately owned firms.

Table 2: Declining Industries Report for Third Quarter 2019 in NAICS

2. The Average Weekly Wage (AWW) is calculated by dividing the total wage for the industry group by the total number of jobs for the industry group and the number of weeks in the observed quarter. 

The reader should also be aware that AWW's at the industry Group Level are suceptible to wage bias due to sample size, occupational distributions, seasonal pay and bonuses, and keying error. The

AWW for all declining industries in 2019Q3 was $540.52.

3. The percentage for Average Change is the employment-weighted average percentage change of the current and prior quarters (employment change current quarter + employment change prior 

quarter)/(employment current quarter + employment prior quarter).
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